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Executive Summary
1

Introduction
The way in which individuals and organisations make decisions has been an important
area of study for a good part of this century. The terms decision analysis, decision
support and decision support systems describe the development of the use. of
information to support decision makers.

2

Decision making processes
As individuals and as a society we make choices and we are concerned about making
'good' decisions. The two aspects of a good decision are good process (how the
decision is made) and good outcome (what actually happens). Societal decision
making has long term, large scale consequences that often we cannot accurately
measure or predict in advance. High quality information is important to good process.
Decision analysis which uses tools from economics and management science is the
practical application of decision theory. Systems analysis applies a cyclical framework
to defining problem and objectives, establishing and evaluating options, choosing and
implementing a preferred option, and monitoring the impacts.
Decision support is any "data, information, expertise and activities" that assist the
decision maker. A decision support system combines the decision analysis approach
and the decision support information component to assist in improving decision
making.
Expert systems and artificial intelligence are computer based approaches that can be
used to contribute to decision support systems. Expert systems and decision support
systems use information differently.
Environmental decision making is characterised by uncertainty at all stages of the
decision process. Information can be used to reduce uncertainty, but data is often very
costly to collect and therefore it is important to collect the 'correct' data.
A decision support approach has two key elements: an efficient information system
and an effective structured management framework where efficiency is concerned with
the means of achieving the output while effectiveness is concerned with what should
be done. Improving the decision making process requires means of providing
accurate, appropriate, and timely information.
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The case study: Lake Ellesmere
Lake Ellesmere is a large brackish lake whose catchment area is bounded by the
Rakaia and Waimakariri rivers and the Canterbury eastern foothills. It is recognised
as a wetland of international importance with high cultural and recreational values.
High lake levels are reduced by opening the lake to the sea (it closes naturally during
southerly storms). 'Ownership' of the lake is currently under discussion. The
Canterbury Regional Council is primarily responsible for lake management. Nitrogen
and phosphorus enters the lake from a variety of sources .
. There is a large number of stake holders and decision makers with an interest in Lake
Ellesmere. A number of lake management issues have not been resolved due to lack
of long term consistent information about nutrient sources and impacts.
The
Canterbury Regional Council, Selwyn and Banks Peninsula District Councils,
Department of Conservation, and Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries all have
responsibilities with respect to the lake.
Management options can be divided into three groups: long term strategic options,
medium term options, and day to day management options. Decision makers for each
option are identified and the potential for conflict is noted. A hierarchy of decision
making can take place at the political level (local authority councillors), the upper
management level (local authority staff), the lower management level (farmers and
lake users), and those for whom the lake has an existence value.
Information requirements to support the decision process include systematic
monitoring of key water quality indicators over a period of time to provide seasonal
data from inflowing streams and the lake itself. The major sources of nitrogen and
phosphorus to the lake are from the Selwyn and Halswell rivers.
This study has found that the lake appears to be in a comparatively stable state under
the current management. However, the tangata whenua want improved water quality
with increased water clarity, discontinuation of sewage and dairy effluent pollution and
reduction in bird numbers. Little is known about sediment loading and the
relationship between algal growth and nutrient levels.
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A decision support system
The development of a decision support system is a team process. A decision support
system can be viewed as a command system that controls a series of analytical models
and information input models (either computer based, paper based or conceptual
models).
The first choice is whether or not a decision support system approach is appropriate.
If the answer is yes, then the second choice is whether to adopt a computer based or
paper based system.

ii

Computer based decision support systems as interactive modes with visual aids have
been used for catchment management for over a decade.
Differentiation can be made between a 'hard' systems approach and a 'soft' systems
approach. Hard systems seek to optimise the outcome. Soft systems approaches are
concerned with modification or improvement of the process. The two approaches are
not mutually exclusive.
There is a lack of understanding of ecological processes in Lake Ellesmere, and also
institutional uncertainty. Therefore, a soft systems approach allowing for feedback and
re-evaluation of the problem, the objectives and the alternative actions is
recommended. A decision support system would allow the Regional Council a formal
means of assessing the impact of actions taken with respect to management.
In terms of operational and tactical decisions, the management options are constrained
by current institutional arrangements. These short term decisions will have little
impact on water quality.
Strategic decisions require establishment or confirmation of institutional arrangements
and selecting longer term management options associated with land use controls and
farm practice. These decisions are considerably more complex. A formal decision
support system would require the existence of sufficient data to allow the analyst to
establish data bases of basic information about the system and knowledge about the
key indicators and causal linkages between them specific to the system being studied.
At present time the data collected is insufficient to either provide the basic information
system requirements or to confirm with any certainty the hypothesised relationships.
The analysis in this report has demonstrated the effectiveness of using a structured
systems approach to management decision making. Although the use of a formal DSS
is at this stage not a viable (or desirable) option, a soft systems framework approach
to learning about the lake management problem would be of considerable benefit to
present and future decision makers and managers.

5

Conclusions
In the short term it is recommended that management adopt a soft systems approach
to lake management concentrating on information gathering and consultation with
affected parties. This will serve to clarify management objectives.

In the longer term, as greater understanding of the biological processes, and social and
cultural objectives is achieved then a formalised decision support system may be
structured.

111

Preface
This report describes research undertaken as part of the Centre for Resource Management and
Lincoln Environment research programme funded by the Foundation of Science and
Technology for the years ending 30 June 1993 and 30 June 1994.
The programme is concerned with environmental decision-making processes: their structure
and the role of information within them. Therefore a substantial part of the project was
concerned with improving our understanding of decision processes and establishing
appropriate criteria for making good decisions within the context of the lake management case
study selected.
This research is directed towards analysing the relationships between the components of a
system so as to identify the key elements associated with 'good' decision making. The two
primary criteria applied are efficiency and effectiveness. The case study area selected has
been the subject of a considerable amount of research over the past 10-20 years.
Unfortunately, there has to date been little attempt to co-ordinate this research. The
Canterbury Regional Council is currently undertaking a major resource assessment to address
this deficiency.
The basis of applying a systems approach to environmental management requires selecting
and implementing a management option and assessing or monitoring the outcomes. In a real
world situation there will be a considerable time lag between implementing an option and
being able to measure changes in the outcomes (the effectiveness criterion). A further
concern is that the problem being addressed in the case study is not uniquely defined either
spatially or temporally. Therefore, this project addresses both the what and how questions.

1

Introduction

The way in which individuals and organisations make decisions has been an important area
of study for a good part of this century. Since the Second World War, decision analysis has
evolved as a way of analysing decision processes. The term decision support has been used
to describe information and expertise that contributes to decision making. Further
development has led to the formalisation of the use of information in structured decision
processes called decision support systems (DSS).
Decision support models are primarily used to deliver (and use) information more efficiently.
Their main purpose is to organise and access data to support managerial decisions and
planning activities in the short, medium and long term. They are descriptive models, and may
use both deterministic and probabilistic data.
The research reported here was undertaken in two stages. The particular objectives for the
first stage were to develop a decision support model integrated with an environmental
monitoring system for the management of small catchments to enhance ecosystem
management by:
identifying the management objective,
defining the structure of the decision process
establishing the information requirements of the decision process in order to develop
a management information system, and
collecting water quality indicators for use in the management information system.
The first two research objectives are closely linked and can only be established by an iterative
process. Identification of the management objective requires identification of the decision
makers and stakeholders, which in turn requires understanding of the decision process.
The development of the management information system consists of establishing the
information requirements from knowledge of the decision process and from a physical
understanding of the system. The criterion applied to data collection is that the information
must be seen as being able to be used to support the decision process.
Water quality information has been collected concurrently with the model development. A
s~t of water quality indicators consistent with the management objective was selected and a
monitoring programme for these indicators established. Several year's information will be
required before trends in water quality can be properly identified. The results obtained to date
and presented here will therefore require further verification. To date, the information
collected suggests that these indicators are appropriate.
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The objectives of the second stage were to take the information gained from the scoping study
undertaken in the first stage and derive a 'tool' to enhance ecosystem management by:
defining a set of environmental quality indicators to form the basis of an integrated
management information system,
establishing the causal relationships between the requirements of the management
information system and an environmental monitoring system, and
applying a decision support model.
The data obtained from the first stage were analysed to determine the key indicators in terms
of the management objective. The data collection programme was then refined and extended.
Causal relationships can then be hypothesised, and this information used to establish a model
or framework that can be used to assist decision makers.
The objectives of the project are concerned with the decision-making process associated with
the case study area, Lake Ellesmere and its associated catchments. The experience gained
from analysis of this complex area will in subsequent years be applied to the more general
problem of environmental decision-making processes.
The structure of the report is as follows.
Chapter 2 summarises the history of decision making processes, systems approaches, decision
analysis and its role in areas such as artificial intelligence and expert systems, and the specific
problems associated with environmental decision making.
Chapter 3 describes the history and geography of the case study area - Lake Ellesmere - and
the specific attributes of the catchment area. Decision makers and stakeholders are identified.
The data collection process is described and analysis used to define the key indicators and
causal relationships.
Chapter 4 outlines the derivation of a decision support system for managing the Lake
Ellesmere catchment. The advantages and limitations of the 'hard' versus the 'soft' systems
approach for this particular 'problem' are discussed. A walkthrough model is established.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions reached from the project and makes some
recommendations regarding the use of this approach to environmental decision making.
The analysis of decision processes for the purpose of improving them involves examining the
different components of these processes as well as the inputs and outputs of the processes.
In this way it involves looking at a series of building materials and rearranging them so as
to strengthen the overall structure.
The case study used is complex. The characteristics of public sector decision making,
particularly within the environmental area include the presence of considerable uncertainty,
multiple stakeholders, managers and decision makers, and political interactions. The linkages
are often 'fuzzy' and in many cases issues of accountability are blurred. The aim of this
research is to highlight these difficulties and to investigate one approach to resolving them.
2

2

Decision making processes

This Chapter provides a brief history of decision making processes and an introduction to
some of the specialist techniques used to analyse them. The emphasis in this research is on
the analysis of the structure of decision making for the selected case study area, Lake
Ellesmere. However, it is considered important to include a summary of the main issues
associated with the generalised decision process. Decision analysis has a long and complex
history and it is not possible to consider all aspects here. Therefore, we have concentrated
on major milestones and issues relevant to the particular case study.

2.1

Good decision making and good decisions

Decision making can be viewed as a peculiarly western concept (Watson and Buede, 1987).
Many other cultures adopt more pragmatic approacheS and simply accept circumstances as
they come (the 'unfolding of life'). However, both as individuals and ·as a society we do
make choices, and therefore we are concerned about making 'good' decisions.
In this last statement we have already made a value judgment. What is a 'good' decision?
Does it relate to the decision-making process which has been followed (either heuristic or
formally structured) or does it relate to the outcome. In personal circumstances we tend to
think that a decision is good if the outcome is good. We have chosen to go to the beach
rather than staying it home and the weather has been fine - we may say that we made a
'good' decision. What we are really saying is that the outcome was good. We may have
made the decision in several different ways. Maybe we read the weather forecast, checked
with friends who live near the beach and carefully selected our spot. Maybe we simply
looked out the window and it was fine at the time so we decided to go. If we adopted the
former process then we could say that the decision was good on two counts: the process was
good (we made good use of information) and the outcome was good. In the latter case
although the outcome was good the process was not.
In the same way that poor process may lead to good outcomes, good process may lead to bad
outcomes. We may have established that the probability of rain is 10%, therefore we go to
the beach. However, the weather changes and it rains. Whichever approach we adopt, in
making our choice we are implicitly or explicitly assessing the chance of rain and basing our
decision on this probability.
Decision making in a societal sense has similar implications, however, because the decisions
are likely to have large scale, long term consequences that we cannot accurately predict or
measure in advance we tend to be more concerned with process than outcomes when defining
'good' decisions. This is largely a matter of control.

If we are holding a major outdoor concert at a beach venue then we will prepare well in
advance, choose a time of year (and venue) that is usually fine, and have contingency
3

arrangements made. We will have a number of different criteria which we will apply and we
will obtain sufficient information to make judgments according to these criteria.
Information and process are linked. The 'chances' of good process leading to good outcomes
are greater if there is an appropriate amount of good quality information. It is important too
that the timing of the information is correct. Referring back to our example, looking at
yesterday's weather forecast would not be useful.
A further consideration revolves around the 'cost' of making the decision and the 'value' of
the outcome to the person making the decision. These costs and values may be assessed in
either monetary or non-monetary terms: an anxious promoter will be prepared to spend
considerably more time and money to ascertain the weather for the day of the outdoor concert
than we would consider relevant if we simply wanted to go to the beach. This introduces the
concept of the value of information.

Therefore there are two views as to what constitutes a good decision. On the one hand we
can adopt the view. that the decision is good if the outcome is good. In this case we cannot
determine whether the decision is good until after the event. Alternatively, if we choose to
adopt the other perspective then we can say that a decision is good before we know what the
outcome is. In real world decision making, the concept of a 'good' decision will involve
elements of both criteria and greater weighting may be given to one or the other. In the
context of environmental decision making it may be a long time before the outcomes are
known, and therefore we should weight the process more heavily.
An alternative approach is to use the term 'high quality decisions'. We can therefore say that
high quality decisions are more likely to emerge if the decision maker:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

thoroughly canvasses a wide range of alternative courses of action,
surveys the full range of objectives and values,
carefully weights costs and risks of negative consequences as well as positive
consequences,
diligently searches for new information,
assimilates and takes account of new information even when it does not support the
initially preferred action, and
re-examines positive and negative consequences of all known alternatives before
making a final choice.

The generally adopted definition of 'good decision making' follows the rationale that decision
making should conform to a set of freely chosen rules of behaviour (Watson and Buede, ibid).
Obviously there are various forms of decision making. We are concerned with improving or
enhancing environmental decision making. Our approach to this is to examine the linkages
between information, process and outcomes and to use this to establish processes which use
information in a way that will improve our chances of achieving good outcomes.
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2.2

A brief history of .....

2.2.1 Decision analysis and decision theory
There are many different forms of decision-making processes. This research is concerned
with environmental decision making. We will initially address this problem from the
perspective of classical decision theory which contains elements of economics, psychology
and mathematical logic. Decision theory is an axiomatic theory used for making choices in
uncertain conditions (Fischhoff et al. 1981). Uncertainty is therefore an intrinsic part of
decision theory. As Fischhoff et al. point out, decision is also a prescriptive theory which
means that if you accept the axioms then you should make the 'correct' choices. This does
not, however, address the question of a 'good' outcome.
The practical application of decision theory, which uses tools from economics, operations
research and management science, has become known as decision analysis and as we will see,
it should be viewed as an art rather than a pure science. The term decision analysis
originated in the early 1960's from the work of R.A. Howard and H. Raiffa. Early emphasis
was on the use of dollar values and a number of different decision rules were developed of
which the most common (neutral) one was the maximisation of expected values. Two lines
were subsequently explored: cost-benefit analysis concentrating on quantification in dollar
terms, and multi-attribute utility theory which concentrated on eliciting the preferences or
utilities of decision makers. The classic rational model of decision making derived from
Herbert Simon (1947). Simon described rational decision making as having the following
four steps:
(1)

decision makers are assumed to agree on the goals that govern a given decision,

(2)

decision makers (are able to) identify all alternative courses of action that are relevant
to their goals,

(3)

decision makers identify all relevant consequences of each alternative, and

(4)

using some appropriate calculus, decision makers compare the sets of consequences
and decide on the optimum alternative.

This model assumes a known preference function (goals) and perfect information.
Simon argued that generally these conditions cannot be met and proposed a satisficing model
where decision makers focus on part of the problem, select a first cut solution and modify
using an interactive approach. Later authors concurred that the fully rational process is rarely
feasible in public sector decision-making processes particular since different participants
seldom agree on the goals.
Later arational decision models concentrated on analysing the cognitive psychology of the
decision maker (for example, Wildavsky 1964).
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2.2.2 Systems analysis
Systems analysis originated during the second world war as a set of "operations research"
methods for solving strategic and logistical problems. Operations research has been described
as "the application of the methods of science to complex problems .... The purpose is to help
management detennine its policy and actions scientifically." (Operational Research Society
official definition, Checkland, 1981)

The systems approach to decision making is a cyclic approach in which decision makers and
analysts:
(1)

define the problem and select objectives,

(2)

design alternative programs,

(3)

collect data and build models to estimate consequences,

(4)

calculate the cost and effectiveness of each option,

(5)

calculate the sensitivity of the cost effectiveness results to data uncertainties and
changed assumption, and

(6)

question assumptions, re-examine objectives, investigate new alternatives and repeat
the process.

The process as described here is directly related to the classic rational comprehensive model
as outlined by Simon. The approach was presented originally as a staff paper for the RAND
Corporation in 1965 and adopted by President Johnson for the entire United States Federal
Government in the late 1960's. Operations Research (OR), one of the best known 'systems
approaches' was used enthusiastically by both private and public sector particularly in the
United States and United Kingdom as the methodology and associated mathematical
modelling techniques provided ways of streamlining production, making cost savings,
reducing congestion, etc.
Operations research methods have concentrated on quantitative approaches to optimising
systems. Approaches tend to be centred around a small collection of problem types that differ
in practice but are similar in fonn. Methodological developments have therefore concentrated
on refining a basic tool kit. When operations research techniques were first applied there
were considerable initial successes, however over time the marginal improvement has
decreased greatly.
The systems approach was derived as a means of applying the scientific method to complex
systems where a number of different processes could be recognised as proceeding
concurrently. It was viewed as a counter to reductionism. Systems were viewed as entities
where the 'whole was greater than the sum of the parts'. The difficulties have been in
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deriving tools that are able to address questions about systems. Perhaps a further difficulty
has. been in even determining the appropriate questions to ask.
Over the past decade a further divergence has developed. Checkland (1981) discusses the
problems encountered in applying systems concepts to 'real-world' situations, and proposes
two streams of though: hard systems and soft systems. The basis of the hard systems
approach is that two states can be defined, a current state and a desired state. There also
exists a series of options of getting from the current to the desired state. The 'hard' systems
approach is a systematic or ordered way of selecting the 'best' means of getting from the
current to the desired state. The preferred criterion is economic efficiency (ibid).
As a counter to the hard systems approach Checkland describes a parallel soft systems
methodology that he believes is more appropriate to human activity systems where goals are
obscure and the problem itself likely to be ill defined. The soft systems approach seeks to
provide a structured technique that incorporates the tools of the hard systems approach where
appropriate, but lays emphasis on the learning process. Postulated outcomes are compared
with actual outcomes as a means of reformulating the problem statement and objectives.
A fundamental philosophical difference between the 'hard' and 'soft' systems approaches is
that 'hard' systems are goal seeking or directed towards achieving a particular outcome
whereas 'soft' systems are concerned with experience or the processes involved in achieving
'improvement'. Using the earlier descriptions of good process and good outcomes this
indicates that 'hard' systems are more concerned with effectiveness whereas 'soft' systems
are concerned with efficiency.
Table 1 shows a comparison of the 'hard' and 'soft' systems methodologies.

7

Soft systems methodology

Hard systems methodologies
Jenkins (1969)

RAND Corporation (1950's)

Start: an urge to bring about
improvement in a social system
in which there is felt to be an illdefmed problem situation

Start: an urge to solve a relatively well-defined problem which the analyst
may, to a large extent, take as 'given', once a client requiring help is
identified.

Express by examining elements
of 'structure' .and 'process' and
their mutual relationship.
Tentative definition of systems
relevant to improving the
problem situation

Analysis by naming the system,
its objectives, etc., and its place
in a hierarchy of systems

Analysis by exammmg the
decision-maker's objectives as
expressed in the stated need for
the required system with a
specified performance

Formulate root definitions of
relevant systems and build
conceptual models of those
systems

Design the system by
quantitative model building and
simulation

Identify altemative systems for
meeting the defmed need and
compare them by modelling
using the performance criteria

Improve the conceptual models
using the formal systems model
and other systems thinking

Optimise the design, using .
the defined (economic)
performance criterion

Select the alternative which best
meets the need and is feasible

Compare the conceptual models
with 'what is' in the real
situation, and use the comparison
to define desirable, feasible
changes in the real world

No equivalent stage: both
approaches know from the start
what change is needed

Implement the agreed changes

Implement the designed system

Table 1:

'Soft' and 'hard' systems methodology compared (Checkland, 1981)
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2.2.3 Decision support systems
Arational models are based on the premise that human decision makers cannot process all the
required information while systems analysis uses new quantitative tools such as linear
programming to improve analysts and decision makers ability to perform these tasks.
Through the late 1970's and 80's a series of significant criticisms arose largely as a result of
recognition that the 'improveinents' generated initially were less significant than in earlier
years. A considerable body of literatUre relates to why this was happening - in a nutshell, the
problems that were being faced were at a different level to which OR techniques were not
applicable.
The 'systems approach' remains a useful tool at different levels of management though the
specific tools used to analyse and assess options may differ. A systems approach provides
a logical structured process or a conceptual framework for analysis that serves to clarify
complex issues. The key issues are the interaction between different 'players' , the
relationship of process and outcome, and the iterative nature of decision making.
Decision analysis uses steps analogous to systems analysis, the main difference being that
decision analysis is more directly concerned with risk and uncertainty. Therefore as well as
calculating the costs and benefits (effectiveness) of the options, decision analysis considers
probabilities as expressions of beliefs about current and future states. Preferences are
ascertained by use of utilities, and alternatives are evaluated in terms of their expected utility.
This research is concerned with the use of decision support 'systems' as a way of structuring
complex decision problems so as to enhance the process to improve the likelihood of good
outcomes.
We suggested earlier that decision analysis is the application of decision theory to
management. It has also been described as "the craft of taking a decision-maker's problem
and providing help in reaching a decision in conformity with the principles of decision
theory" (Watson and Buede, 1987). This description denotes decision analysis as a craft. It
is, however, no less exact than other scientific tools or. methodologies. All scientific
approaches rely on assumptions and hypotheses that reflect the biases of the scientist or
analyst setting up the experiment or model.
Decision support may be defined as "any and all data, information, expertise and activities
that contribute to option selection" (Andriole 1989), where 'option selection' should be
interpreted widely so as to include the selection of strategies or approaches to decision
making rather than the single discrete actions of making individual decisions.
Davis (1988) defines a DSS as a mechanism that facilitates complex decision making. One
way of viewing this is that DSS's combine the methodology of decision analysis (derived
from systems analysis) and the information component of decision support into a process that
links directly to the decision making process. Stuth and Smith (1992), take a more generalist
view and describe the term 'decision support system' as "contemporary jargon for an
integrated approach to the age-old problem of helping people make better decisions". The
9

essence of developing a DSS is therefore the integration of infonnation and methodologies
from different sources for the purpose of assisting in managing complex systems.
Historically, the design, development and application of decision support systems can be
tracked in parallel with developments in computing systems. This relates particularly to those
developments allowing for real time programming and multiple access to programmes.
Alter 1973 and House 1983 categorise the interactive computer systems which have been
developed in recent years as:

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

file drawer systems providing immediate access to data,
data analysis systems allowing for manipulation of data,
analysis infonnation systems allowing access to series of data bases and small models,
accounting systems which calculate the consequences of planned actions based on
accounting procedures,
representational systems which estimate the consequences of actions based on partially
definitional models,
optimisation systems, that provide guidelines for action by generating optimisation
models consistent with a series of constraints, and
suggestions systems that perfonn mechanical work leading to a specific suggested
decision for a fairly structured task.

Andriole (1989) notes that the progression shows an evolution from data orientation to model
orientation and an overall trend towards the decentralisation of decision making.
Decision support systems may be computer based, paper based, or simply people based
procedures. The essential feature of a DSS is that it structures infonnation and processes and
allpws managers (eitheras individuals or groups) to work through their particular problem in
a co-ordinated structured fashion. The goal of any DSS is efficiency, or to improve the
decision-making process.

2.2.4 Artificial intelligence and expert systems
Several areas of research have contributed to these computing developments. There has been
considerable interest in recent years in the idea of whether a computer can think. One of the
issues which this idea raises immediately is what does 'thinking' mean and how do we test
it. Current research is exploring people's abilities to develop languages, and whether
computers can also do this. Some of this development has come from the areas of artificial
intelligence (AI) and the use of expert systems.
Scientists working in the area of artificial intelligence (AI) have been concerned with the
concept of imitating human mental activity by means of machines (Penrose, 1990). Artificial
intelligence is seen as having potential application in four main areas: robotics, expert
systems, psychology and philosophy. The latter two areas are concerned with exploring the
way in which the brain works, and the potential for providing insights into the concept of
'mind'. Robotics is important because of potential commercial application in areas where
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computers can work more quickly and more reliably than human operators or for high risk
tasks.

The themes of AI are concerned with modelling and representing knowledge; reasoning,
deduction and problem solving; heuristic search; and the development of systems and
languages to achieve these tasks. In practice, however, the promise has not progressed much
beyond very limited problems, and the definition of 'consciousness' remains remote.
Our main concern with AI here is its relationship to expert systems. Expert systems are used
to encapsulate the experience of experts in particular areas to improve people's ability to
make correct (better) decisions. In this case the judgment of 'better' revolves around the use
of information within a linked logical progression of steps.
Andreae (1986) describes an expert system as
"a computer program which
can solve difficult problems (difficult enough to require
significant human expertise)
- is intelligible, modifiable and able to explain its reasoning
and conclusions
- (possibly) is able to augment its knowledge (by interaction
with a human expert)
but
(current systems) cannot
- use common sense
- operate outside a narrow domain of expertise
- absorb significantly different knowledge structures without
reprogramming. "
The two most important features are that experts systems contain carefully programmed
knowledge in the form of rules and/or frames, and that the system can explain its knowledge
and how it is used.
Expert systems are used to predict (or prescribe). For example, in a medical context an
expert system can include all the diagnostic steps that a doctor would perform, requesting
information at different stages and branching to different areas according to the answers
received. Built in redundancies and loops in questioning can be used to double check the
information being received. The quality of the expert system depends on human factors: the
understanding of the analyst and the expertise of the persons providing technical input.
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2.2.5 Linkages
The relationship between expert systems and DSS is evident from this discussion, and
depending on the context, one approach may be viewed as a subset of the other. There is,
however, a basic difference between the expert systems approach and the DSS approach
which relates to the use of information. With an expert system the information is
programmed in the form of rules or frames, and changes to the system require
reprogramming. Decision support systems on the other hand rely on the input of continually
varying information on key parameters usually in the form of modules of data.
Two important points that come out of this discussion. Firstly, the definitions of management
information systems (MIS) and decision support systems (DSS) are not unique. Secondly,
decision support implies the use of structured information for the purpose of improving
decision processes, and it does not necessarily involve the use of computers. In general, a
DSS has become known as a computer system that both provides a manager with information
about his problem and allows him to analyse the decision and the information.
Expert systems have been widely used in management problems, but there has been little
application in the environmental area. Davis et al. 1986 describe the development of an
expert system shell specifically designed to deal with resource management problems and
illustrate its use. Their concern is with the capture and application of know ledge, and they
stress that merely including expert knowledge in a programme does not make it an expert
system. For this label to be attached then the programme must be "designed to interact with
the user in a manner similar to an expert". This paper (Davis et al.) describes the use of an
expert system shell to estimate fIre damage in a National Park, and to provide advice on the
control of woody weeds.
On the other hand, there has been considerable application of the DSS approach particularly
in the water resource management area. Section 4.1 discusses these in more detail. Other
recent environmental applications are described in Stuth and Lyons, 1992. This book contains
descriptions of a number of applications of decision support systems to the management of
grazing lands. It illustrates that DSS encompasses methodologies as diverse as computer
models, expert systems, GIS (Geographic Iriformation Systems), discussion groups and
structured'thought processes. The common goals of DSS methodologies in this context are
better information, greater objectivity and higher effIciency.

2.3

Types of models

The previous discussion looked at decision analysis and the relationships between different
modelling approaches. Further to this there are a number of ways of delineating types of
models. First of all models can be categorised according to the major benefits they can
provide: delivering information more effIciently than was previously possible; and integrating
data to provide information that would not otherwise be available. Another way of grouping
models depends on the purpose for which the models are going to be used: for operations and
management, to support planning activities, for policy development, for regulation, or for data
management.
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Within each of these groups we may define models as prescriptive (optimising) or descriptive
(simulation); deterministic or probabilistic (Office of Technology Assessment, 1982). An
understanding of these breakdowns is useful for determining the best type of model to use for
a particular application.
Loucks et al., 1985 make the point that if modelling attempts to do any more than describe
micro-aspects of physical systems, it must involve subjective elements associated with the
choice of the model, the boundaries set and the data collection and analysis. If users are to
accept the results of the 'modelling process they need to identify with the subjective elements
of this process. This can be achieved if the user is involved at an early stage in the modelling
process, and if care is taken to improve the interface between the model and the model user.
A model can only be useful if its output provides greater understanding of the problem or
system that it addresses and if the outcomes are credible.

2.4

Decision making and management

The relationship between decision making and management is best described by reference to
the systems framework described earlier. This can be summarised as defining the problem,
analysing the options, choosing a preferred option (making a decision), implementing, and
monitoring.
U sing a risk management analogue, the whole systems process can be described as risk
management. In general, however, the management steps are generally considered to be the
implementation and monitoring steps. They are also sometimes referred to as the control
steps. When we are concerned with analysing a system, these control steps are applied to the
decision, and it is the preferred option that is being implemented and monitored. The
objectives of the decision making process are to select the 'best' option (make the best
decision) whereas management objectives may be broader with a longer time horizon.
Ideally, decision makers will take management objectives into account.
Although the systems framework is described as a sequence of steps, there will of necessity
be interaction between the ordered steps, and ideally feedback from implementation and
monitoring will be used to modify the problem definition step which includes establishing
objectives and setting boundaries, creating an iterative process.
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2.S

Environmental decision making

The major characteristics of environmental decision making are the existence of considerable
uncertainty, the potential for decisions that lead to irreversible outcomes,and the likelihood
of multiple decision makers and multiple objectives. This latter characteristic is linked to the
political nature of environmental decision making.
There have been various approaches to dealing with these two issues in environmental
decision making for particular problems. There are examples of situations where decision
analysis tools have been used, but their usefulness has been limited by the combination of
complexity and uncertainty involved. Recent emphasis on sustainability has changed the
overall objective of environmental management adding a new dimension to the basis for
decisions and a need for the development of new tools.

2.S.1

Uncertainty

Environmental decision making is characterised by uncertainty at all stages of the decisionmaking process. There is likely to be uncertainty associated with the problem definition,
uncertainty associated with possible outcomes and uncertainty associated with the probabilities
of the occurrence of the outcomes (Gough 1988).. Further, as is common with many
environmental problems it is often very difficult to predict the results of government policy
actions designed to protect the environment (Hope 1988). At times governments are under
considerable pressure to implement legislation to reduce emissions, for example, when such
actions may be very costly and it is uncertain as to the reduction in damage. The results of
one action designed to protect the environment may cause 'damage' in another area resulting
in conflicting value judgements (one man's meat is another man's poison).
One approach to resolving this conflict is to broaden the boundaries of the problem and
produce larger and more complex models that attempt to include as much of the 'big picture'
as possible. Whereas this approach may be useful for some macro decision making, it means
that much of the detail of the process is lost, or the whole model becomes too large and
unwieldy (e.g. large ecosystem models that are both complex and big), thus removing some
of the usefulness of the model.
Therefore a balance between complexity, and quantity and quality of data must be struck.
Ascertaining the appropriate information requirements in a particular circumstance is a
difficult but crucial task. Environmental data is costly and time consuming to obtain and
therefore the concept of 'minimal' data sets is important. Recent developments in the areas
of environmental risk management (relative risk reduction, Gough, 1992), look promising in
providing ways of achieving this balance.
Dealing with uncertainty requires flexibility." Models used for environmental decision making
must allow for experimentation with different possible assessments of the uncertainties
(probabilities and outcomes) and the ability to assess the results of making different value
judgments.
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2.5.2

Multiple objectives, multiple decision makers

Traditionally, decision makers in problem solving disciplines have analysed problems in terms
of a single objective within the specified framework. In terms of environmental decision
making there are real limitations to this type of approach. For example, water allocation
decisions generally require consideration of a number of different water uses based on
economic efficiency and environmental quality. It should be noted also that you can have two
different objectives arising from the same concept. For example, to an economist economic
efficiency means maximising net national income whereas to an engineer it may mean
minimising costs to achieve a particular design. Further, when decisions impact at different
levels of administration there may be a series of decision makers with differing (conflicting)
responsibilities.
Over the past 20 years there have been a number of technical solutions applied to the
problems of multiple objectives, particularly in the water resource management field. These
have involved highly complex models that seek to provide a decision maker with sufficient
information to make appropriate trade-offs. Difficulties with these models include the
conceptual problem of dealing with more than two or three objectives and computational
complexity with real sized problems.
These practical difficulties have led some researchers and practitioners to move away from
traditional modelling approaches towards the use of more flexible approaches such as expert
systems and decision support systems that rely on more interactive control and allow analysts
to explore the decision process.
We referred earlier to the relationship between decision making and management. The real
question concerns the role and responsibilities of the decision maker(s), the analysts and the
manager(s). One of the real difficulties of environmental decision making concerns the
question of multiple decision makers with varying, sometimes conflicting responsibilities and
different levels of jurisdiction. Further, environmental decision makers are often remote, both
temporally and physically from the outcomes of their decisions.
All of this means that there are seldom any single tidy solutions to environmental problems
and in most cases decision makers are faced with having to make trade-offs between
conflicting objectives. In other cases the layers of responsibility may overlap and decision
makers may find themselves in direct conflict with other decision makers. Therefore tradeoffs and compromises will be necessary and sensitivity analysis which explores the costs,
risks and benefits of these trade-offs is essential.

2.5.3

Environmental decision-making models

Classical approaches to decision making and decision-making models are effective at dealing
with technical goals. However, they are generally less able be used in examining social goals
since these are seldom able to be articulated in commensurate or single unit terms. Our
definition of environment is a broad one including ecological, social and cultural aspects.
Therefore models have to be flexible enough to be able to include these aspects.
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2.6

Effective and efficient decision making

A decision support approach has two key elements: an efficient information system and an
effective structured management framework. Efficiency is concerned with the means of
achieving the output while effectiveness is concerned with what should be done, or the output
itself. In this context therefore, effectiveness means that management objectives must be
clearly established before an efficient means of achieving them can be devised.
In this way, the concepts of efficient and effective decision making provide another approach
to looking at describing the criteria for a 'good' decision. The overall objective of this
research is concerned with 'improving' environmental decision making which implies that
implicitly at least we have an understanding of 'relative good' in decision making.
Some of the requirements of effectiveness are that:

*
*
*

the information generated contributes to the decision process;
any predictions of effectiveness of management measures are accurate; and
any proposed mitigatory and compensatory measures can be shown to achieve
approved management objectives.

Similarly efficiency criteria are satisfied if:

*
*

decisions are timely relative to economic and other factors involved in the particular
context, and
process costs and management of inputs during implementation can be determined and
are reasonable.

Fairness criteria may be satisfied if:

*
*

all interested parties (stakeholders) have equal opportunity to influence the decision
before it is made, and
people directly affected by projects have equal access to compensation.

From a practical perspective we must remember that applied systems support (in whatever
form) must be requirements driven. That is, it must provide the decision maker/manager with
information that will assist him is reaching a decision. In this context, 'improving' the
decision making process must involve ensuring that the information supplied by the decision
support process is accurate, appropriate and timely, thus enhancing the probability of a
'correct' outcome.
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3

The case study: Lake Ellesmere

3.1

Background

Lake Ellesmere (Te Waihora) and its associated catchment was chosen as a case study for the
project. This large brackish lake is situated close to Christchurch, just south of Banks
Peninsula. The associated catchment area is bounded by the Rakaia and Waimakariri rivers
and the eastern foothills. The surface area of the lake is between 16,000 and 20,000 ha,
making it the fifth largest lake in New Zealand. It is recognised as a wetland of international
importance (recommended by the IUCN in 1981), and has high cultural and recreational
values. Water quality factors that affect these values are high nutrient concentrations, salinity
and turbidity.
The mean depth when the lake is at mean sea level is 2.1m, but this varies because of the
management regime whereby the lake is opened to the sea at 1.0Sm above sea level from
September to April and at l.13m above sea level from May to August. Opening the lake
requires digging a channel through the shingle spit.
The lake closes naturally by shingle movement during southerly storm conditions. The
opening is a four day operation and costs about $60,000 assuming that a southerly does not
interfere. High lake levels mean that surrounding agricultural land is inundated.
The area was chosen for two reasons: Centre for Resource Management staff have had
considerable involvement with the lake over the past ten years, and the various activities
associated with the lake mean that there is a large number of stakeholders with interest in lake
and catchment management.
At the present time there is a Water Conservation Order in place on Lake Ellesmere. This
was established as "The National Water Conservation (Lake Ellesmere) Order 1990". In it,
it is stated that "Lake Ellesmere provides an outstanding wildlife habitat". The main features
of the Order include a restriction on lake openings and closings, and restrictions on rights to
dam or drain land. The limits for artificial openings and closings of the lake are quite rigid.
This is an important management issue since if the lake is allowed to increase naturally
without artificial opening then there is substantial flooding of the surrounding area, affecting
farming and other uses of the lake margins.
Further to the Conservation Order, the Waitangi Tribunal Report of 1991 proposed two
options for Ngai Tahu ownership (and management) of the lake and surrounding wetlands.
The first of these involves the transfer of ownership to Ngai Tahu under °a 'fee simple'
arrangement. This is effectively a freehold ownership transfer with management remaining
a joint responsibility of Ngai Tahu and the Crown. The second option would involve
'beneficial ownership' of the area by Ngai Tahu with the Crown remaining as a trustee. The
Crown would then have the responsibility for management but would undertake to consult
with the tribe. In this latter case liabilities would remain with the Crown.
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These two options are under discussion at present. Whichever option is selected it likely that
Ngai Tahu would include the Canterbury Regional Council in management discussions.
Historically, Lake Ellesmere has been used as a source of food and fibre, for transport and
defence, for dyes from the mud and for drainage for farms. It was known as (Te Kete Ika
a Rakaihautu) the food basket of Rakaihautu and the best supply of mahinga kai in the South
Island. Today it is host to a number of different activities, including commercial and
recreational fishing, game shooting, walking, picnicing, wind-yachting, surf ski riding, water
ski-ing and off road vehicle sports. Some of these activities affect fragile plant communities
around the lake edge. Many of the groups partaking in these activities belong to recreational
groups with an interest in the management of the lake.
Lake Ellesmere is a controlled fishery for eels. There are no national quotas, but there have
been a fixed number of licenses issued, and standard gear restrictions apply. At the present
time there is a large number of small sized eels in the lake, but few large ones. A minimum
size restriction is going to be brought in shortly. Water quality is not currently an issue in
terms of eels. However, current research on toxic substances by Landcare may trigger
concern. When the lake is high the feeding grounds are increased. Lake opening time is
important. Migration time starts about mid February and if the lake is open at this time eels
suitable for harvesting are lost. Since eels do not 'home' the harvesting of adult eels in the
lake will not directly affect the recruitment of young to the lake. Over time recruitment will
be affected.
Flounder stocks vary considerably both in species composition and quantity according to lake
openings. They are subject to a general area quota.
NIWA (on behalf of MAP) have been involved in research oriented activities associated with
the lake. They have been working on fish movements and age and growth characteristics, and
have also studied migration trends in eels. MAP have discontinued funding for this work,
which involved analysis of data base material, but NIWA have a continuing interest in the
welfare of the fishery and envisage a possible advisory role in its management.
The catchment area covers four hydrological regions: the Upper Catchment consisting of the
headwaters of the Selwyn River and the foothills, the Central Plains with porous free draining
soils, the Lower Catchment with heavy soils around the lake drained in part by the Halswell
River, and the southwestern part of Banks Peninsula drained mainly by the Kaituna River.
A study in 1987 proposed that most of the current phosphorus input derived from flood flows
from the Upper Catchment (Moore and Borrie, 1987). However, this result represented the
effects of a single major storm, and requires corroboration. While the Upper Catchment may
be the source of a large percentage of the phosphorus that enters the lake each year, the
phosphorus may have been attached to the mobile sediments in the riparian zone for many
years and may not be related to current farming practices.
The Lower Catchment is intensively farmed, particularly for dairying, and nitrogen losses to
water are estimated to be high. In addition, the Halswell River flows through a growing
residential and industrial community resulting in some storm water overflow entering the lake
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from the City. More importantly, sewage from the Lincoln and Leeston townships enters the
lake after treatment. So although the effects of nutrient loadings on the lake are known, the
origin of this material has not been established.
Lake Ellesmere has been the subject of many ecological and social studies over the past 20
years. However, consistent long term records of water quality are unavailable because
different study objectives leading to different experimental designs and sampling sites has
meant that there has been little comparability. Therefore, many of the lake management
issues have not been resolved for lack of long term and consistent data. This has caused
many frustrations for people who are drrectly affected by lake management practice, and who
want progress rather than yet another round of analysis.
For this reason this report does not attempt to tightly define all the issues, nor to analyse in
depth the various activities supported by the lake. The main lake uses are summarised with
as much detail as is required to structure the decision problem.
It is also important for those who have a personal interest in the management of the lake to
recognise that this report is not intended to solve the problems of managing Lake Ellesmere,
but to evaluate an approach to small catchment management using Lake Ellesmere as a case
study.

3.2

Stakeholders and decision makers

There is a large number of stake holders and decision makers with an interest in Lake
Ellesmere. These can be described at several different levels.
Decision makers can be split into three main groups: political, managerial with direct
influence, and managerial with indirect influence. Political decision makers include the
Waitangi Tribunal, the Department of Conservation (DoC), and Regional and District
Councillors (Canterbury Regional Council, Selwyn District Council and Banks Peninsula
District Council. The criterion used is that these groups have direct legislative influence.
'Direct managers' are Regional and District Council staff. They are responsible for day to
day decisions regarding lake and catchment management.
'Indirect managers' are a more diffuse group whose actions affect the lake. They include:
farmers in the upper catchment areas, lower catchment areas and on the lake edge;
commercial and recreational fishermen; and recreationalists whose actions directly affect the
well-being of the lake. Examples of recreationalists who are indirect managers are off-road
vehicle users whose activities may damage the fragile lake edge.
Stakeholders are those who have an interest in the lake but whose actions do not significantly
affect the lake. They include passive recreationalists (walkers and picnickers), most active
recreationalists (centred on water activities) and many local residents. Generally they have
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an interest in the well-being of the lake and catchment since any ill effects will reduce the
value of the lake to them.
Ngai Tahu are in the position of being both decision makers and stakeholders. Rather than
adopting a 'hands on' approach, however, it is more likely that they will provide direct input
into the establishment of a management regime and then devolve day to day management
issues to the Regional Council. Their interests are likely to centre on improvement of lake
water quality. In their view water quality is associated with water clarity and with cultural
concerns about sewage and dairy effluent run-off.
The overlapping responsibilities of the regional and district councils need to be resolved
before a comprehensive and effective management system for the lake can be developed.
This 'system' is likely to involve multiple decision makers. Preconditions for resolution are
the establishment of management plans for the lake by the regional and district councils and
a Ngai Tahu decision on the recommendations of the Waitangi Tribunal.

3.2.1 Regional Council
The Canterbury Regional Council is currently preparing report on the water and soil resources
of Lake Ellesmere and its catchment. This should be completed by May 1996. The key issue
as seen by the Council is that of water quality, encompassing both lake fishing and catchment
management.
The direct controls that are available to the Regional Council consist of lake opening, the
granting of resource consents, and land use controls under the RMA. The Water Conservation
Order takes precedence in setting water levels where it is applicable. There are a number of
different measures available under the Water Conservation Order. While to date it has not
been used to regulate water levels, other aspects (including measures to prevent stop-banking)
have been applied. Opening the lake is expensive and any further applications to either open
or close the lake would have considerable effect on the farming community. Seasonality is
an issue. In summer months availability of the lake margins for grazing is more important.
Point source discharges into the lake and tributaries are controllable; non point source
discharge is very difficult to control.
In legislative terms the lake is not in the coastal marine area and therefore District Councils
have responsibility for lake management in the catchment and for activities on the surface of
the lake. The Regional Council, however, can impose land use controls for maintenance and
enhancement of water quality and for soil conservation.
In the past the Regional Council has managed the lake for farmers by opening the lake when
the upper limits are reached. At the present time the Council is considering ways of
managing for multiple use, taking into account the requirements of the tangata whenua,
recreationalists and wildlife interests. It is acknowledged that there is a perception of poor
water quality associated with the lake that affects current recreation. This perception derives
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from the visible evidence of a lack of clarity, common awareness of sewage disposal in the
lake and pollution from birds.
The Regional Council is currently undertaking a major research project collating all
information available about Lake Ellesmere. One of the crucial research issues identified
relates to sediments loadings in the lake and their effect on water quality. Another is the need
to examine the factors (e.g. light and nutrients) affecting growth rates of phytoplankton.
Since the way in which most of the nutrients reach the lake from the catchment is not well
understood catchment management becomes crucial for the well-being of the lake.

3.2.2 District Councils
Two District Councils are involved in the management of Lake Ellesmere. Banks Peninsula
District Council does not view the lake as a major area of concern for them. They are more
concerned with the management of Lake Forsyth, adjacent to Lake Ellesmere. They believe
that they have little control over land use practices.
Selwyn District Council is a more important player. Historically the Council has viewed the
lake primarily as a ponding area for drainage waters, via the Selwyn and Irwell rivers.
Alternative sewage disposal options are currently being considered; however, the cost may
prove prohibitive.
The joint management responsibility and differences in management style have the potential
to cause conflict at some stage. For example, the Banks Peninsula transitional management
plan includes a conservation zone designed to protect all areas of scientific, historic or cultural
importance, whereas Selwyn considers that its responsibilities end at the lake margin and
places no value beyond the lake margin (Centre for Resource Management, 1992).

3.2.3 The Department of Conservation
The Department of Conservation (DoC) is responsible under the Conservation Act of 1987
for promoting the conservation of natural and historic resources at the lake including
indigenous wildlife and vegetation. It also has responsibility for the management of the lake
bed, stewardship land and reserves including six wildlife sanctuaries and three scientific
reserves.
The Department makes the final decision on whether the esplanade reserve should be waived.
However, this responsibility will be taken by District Councils under new District Plans.
DoC owns a significant amount of land adjacent to the lake. At present most of this land is
leased for grazing. The lake is notable for salt marsh vegetation and a number of other
important wetland plant communities. It is also an important area for birdlife, used by
hundreds of species of migrating birds as well a local birds.
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Action under the Conservation Order would allow for manual closing of the lake. This would
assist in Department of Conservation objectives by preserving breeding grounds. It would
also allow for restoration and preservation of aquatic plant beds which dry out and die in
summer months when the lake is low. However, the cost of closing the lake means that this
option has not yet been used.

3.2.4 Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) issues commercial fishing licenses and
shares the management of eels with DoC. The eel fishery is a controlled fishery with
MAFish at Greta Point holding responsibility. Te Waihora is excluded from aspects of the
present legislation on minimum weights of eels making it the only part of the New Zealand
eel fishery where there is no minimum weight restriction. This is likely to change shortly.
There is some concern about the sustainability of this current regime.
The flounder fishery is currently covered by a general area quota.

3.2.S Stakeholders
A large number of stakeholders have also been identified. However, it is possible that some
groups that have an interest in the lake that have been overlooked. This has not been
intentional.
The agencies/groups and individuals identified are listed along with brief notes concerning
their interest, where appropriate.
The Ministry for the Environment has been involved formally and informally in a number of
discussions involving the future management of the lake. The Ministry's involvement has
mainly an advisory role.
The North Canterbury Fish and Game Council has responsibilities in the areas of gathering
and disseminating information, habitat protection, issuing of recreational fishing and game
bird licenses and law enforcement. There are several areas where the Council and Ngai Tahu
are in conflict, including the Ngai Tahu practice of collecting eggs and harvesting young birds
from the lake edge, and the management of the fishery. In the latter area, Ngai Tahu wish
to manage the eel fishery and believe that this is threatened by introduced fish species.
The two groups are in accord over sewage entering the lake and a concern about lake shore
erosion.
Other stakeholders include: Federated Farmers, the Commercial Fisheries Association, the
Lake Settlers Association, and NIWA. In addition there are a number of recreational groups
who have an interest in the management of the lake. Recreational users include windsurfers,
off-road vehicle owners, land yachters and water skiers. The spit is used for recreational
fishing and walking.
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The key points that require to be addressed are:

*

does the agency/group have any statutory responsibility that may affect Lake
Ellesmere,

*

what is the agency/group's 'interest' in the lake, and

*

in terms of its own interest, what does the agency/group view as the key issue/criteria
for lake management.

3.3

Management options

The Canterbury Regional Council has been exploring a number of management options as part
of the process of preparing a management plan for Lake Ellesmere. The options available
centre around the control of the lake level and the regulation of discharge into inflow streams.
Other options not controlled by the Regional Council include the issuance and regulation of
licenses for the taking of fish and game.
A series of possible options have been assessed in terms of their technical and economic
feasibility and the social implications associated with their implementation. This section
describes briefly some of the types of option available, and the associated major issues.
One possibility originally proposed was the reclamation of land around the lake margin. The
benefitting group in this instance would be farmers with an increase in both land area and
productivity. Although technically feasible, reclamation would be expensive and as shown
above would conflict with both DoC and Ngai Tahu interests. Further, recreational groups
using the lake edge would be disadvantaged. The impact on water quality is uncertain and
the option is no longer feasible because of the Water Conservation Order in place.
Freshwater supplementation, in the form of augmentation of inflows to Lake Ellesmere, could
be achieved by abstracting water from the Rakaia river, as part of an irrigation scheme. It
would require the building of a channel from the Rakaia to the Selwyn. Although technically
feasible it is an unlikely proposition because of the need for an associated irrigation scheme,
which is politically and economically infeasible. There are cultural issues also associated with
mixing of two water sources. Water quality would be improved through dilution.
The diversion of Selwyn river flood flows into the Rakaia (or directly to the sea) and the
construction of a storage dam in the upper Selwyn are two options that are technically
feasible but economically infeasible. It is probable that this would achieve an improvement
in water quality in the lake since there is a belief that much of the lake's nutrient's come
from high in the catchment area and are brought down to the lake in flood conditions.
Conservation management of lake-shore margins would include fencing of wetlands,
prohibition of burning, management of waterways and modification of drain maintenance
practices to improve fish and wildlife habitat, controlled grazing, and greater use of riparian
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strips. These types of procedure are both technically and economically feasible although there
would be some cost involved for purchasing of freehold land and loss of grazing. Water
quality would improve, anq. fish and wildlife habitat would be enhanced.
The removal of nutrients would involve diversion of inflow streams through specially planted
areas, use of riparian strips, diversion and cleaning up of inflowing drains and streams and
the creation of artificial swamps. This option is also both technically and economically
feasible wi~h similar types of costs to the conservation management option. It addresses only
one aspect of nutrient loading and would not affect the impact of flood flows and the major
loadings involved. Water quality would be improved.
Reduction of suspended sediment concentrations could be achieved by re-vegetating the lake
margins with submerged macrophytes using native species. The benefits of this approach
could be assessed reasonably simply by operating a pilot study. It is technically and
economically feasible, and water quality (clarity) would be improved along the lake margins.
However, there could be some problems for boat users.
Management practices in the upper Selwyn catchment could be modified to reduce the
nutrient and sediment flows into the lake. This could include restoration of wetlands, riparian
strips and afforestation and erosion control. This option would require extensive purchase of
land and would be expensive, however, this could result in a major improvement to water
quality (not certain until the catchment source of nutrients and sediments can be established).
Control of black swan and Canada geese would reduce the nutrient input and reduce grazing
pressure. This could be managed as a semi-commercial operation with little to no net cost.
Water quality and habitat would be improved, however, a valued hunting resource would be
lost.
Point source nutrient input to the lake comes from: sewage from Lincoln, Leeston and the
upper Selwyn Huts; dairy shed effluent; and piggeries. Non-point sources include agricultural
run-off, septic tanks, soil erosion, stream bank erosion and ground-water fed tributaries.
Control of point source discharge is technically feasible. Non-point source discharges are
difficult to measure. Some of the ways of controlling these such as afforestation, land
retirement, riparian strips etc. have been described with other options. Any control would
improve water quality.
Although the prime factor being considered here is water quality, water quantity is also an
important factor which impacts on water quality. There are a number of ways of impacting
water quantity including no direct intervention, changes to the managed lake water levels
currently employed, and the construction of a permanent outflow to the lake.
None of these options are discrete. Combinations of approaches using least cost and
maximum benefit weightings may be assembled. Continuing work on this project will
evaluate these further.
The Canterbury Regional Council is currently undertaking an assessment of the lake and
catchment. Part of this study will involve identifying and assessing the available options.
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This may lead to the preparation of an 'Issues and Options' paper sometime in 1995 to be
released for public discussion prior to the preparation and publication of the management plan
expected in 1996.

3.4

The structure of the decision process

In the case of Lake Ellesmere, the structure of the decision process is complex because of the
number of decision makers and stakeholders, the different levels of responsibility and because
of the major time factor. The impact of decisions made now may not become apparent for
a number of years. Because of this time lag between the implementation of management
strategies and the measurement of outcomes, it is not possible to directly test the impacts of
the possible management options.
The initial structuring of the decision process therefore considers the types of management
options available in terms of short, medium and long term management planning. In each
case the decision makers are identified and the types of options available to them listed. This
information is summarised in the following table.
Type

Decision makers

Examples of decisions available

Long term
strategic
planning

Canterbury
Regional Council

Riparian strip development
Diversion of storm water, flood flows
Land use controls (to change patterns of
behaviour of high country farmers)

. Selwyn District
Council

Improved sewage treatment

Medium term

Regional and District
Councils

Control of lake surface and lake edge
activities (by licensing and management
plans)

Day to day
management

Regional and District
Councils

Lake opening regime

Farmers around lake

Grazing regimes, use of fertiliser and farm
effluent disposal

Table 2:

Levels of decision making
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There is likely to be considerable interaction between decision makers, and potential conflict
where overlapping of responsibility occurs. The 'rules' to be followed by farmers and lake
users are established in Regional and District management plans, and where these conflict the
Regional Plan will take precedence.
Within the structure there is potential for conflict also between the management level and the
political level.
Another way of breaking down the decision process is to look at the groups of people
involved, and the types of decisions that they are empowered to make.
At a political level, Regional and District Councillors will make decisions. These decisions
are implemented by Regional and District Council staff. This second level can be referred
to as an upper management level. A lower management level encompasses farmers
throughout the catchment area and around the lake margin, and individual users and user
groups of the lake itself and lake margins. Other groups who are indirect lake users provide
a further dimension since there are likely to be many people to whom the lake has value that
can be measured in terms of existence value.
This approach to describing the decision structure provides a hierarchy of decision making,
with political decisions taking precedenc'e over upper and lower management decisions.
Indirect lake users will have influence at a political level.

3.5

Information requirements

Management Information Systems (MIS) is an often used term which has different meanings
to different people. It may mean a simple organisation of information (a filing cabinet) or
a complex computerised system used for artificial intelligence modelling. The way in which
it is interpreted depends largely on the field in which it is being used. For this reason, despite
its common use to describe data sets being used in conjunction with decision support systems
it is best either avoided or used with caution. This report will not consider management
information systems (MIS) or the role of information in depth. For the purposes of this study
we are therefore concerned with the information that can be used to support the decision
process (see Chapter 1).
In outlining the objective for this research we indicated that we would be "collecting water
quality indicators for use in the management information system". By this we meant that we
would be collecting different types of data and assessing their potential as indicators of water
quality with the end purpose of establishing a set of data to be monitored that would provid~
relevant information that would allow decision makers to make appropriate decisions. By
appropriate decisions, we mean decisions that given the current state of knowledge are most
likely to lead to sustainable outcomes.
There have been a number of different studies that have used Lake Ellesmere as a base for
which different scientific information has been collected. Most of these studies have been
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concerned with a single objective, and have involved collecting information over a limited
period. Therefore, in this case it has been very important to fIrstly determine the most
appropriate measures of water quality and secondly to ensure that suffIcient information will
be collected over an extended period to allow for proper interpretation of trends.
The selection of environmental indicators is a complex task that has been addressed in Ward
and Beanland (1992) and Ward (1990), which includes a list of criteria for environmental
indicators. These are that environmental indicators should:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

be capable of identifying changes in environmental conditions (quantity and quality)
and agents of these changes,
be understandable to the general public and decision makers as well as to scientists,
be limited in number if they are to be useful to decision makers,
be scientifically based and valid (with respect to methods chosen and the accuracy of
the technology),
be sensitive to changes in space and time,
be based on relative ease of data collection (where possible based on existing data),
and
provide early warning of environmental damage.

Therefore our use of the term management information systems refers to a methodology for
providing a systematic monitoring of key indicators over a period of time. In this case we
were concerned with examining indicators of water quality, and determining nutrient sources.
This required measurements to be taken in inflow streams and from the lake itself. To
provide useful information seasonal data was needed and therefore sampling was established
on a monthly routine.
Ward and Taylor (1993) set out a list of information requirements required to assess water
quality in Lake Ellesmere. They were:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

the identification of the critical factors controlling phytoplankton production, and
determination of whether different factors are important at different times,
the effects of various nutrient control measures on the lake nutrient concentrations,
the relative contribution of nutrients from different sources in the catchment,
the seasonal variation in nutrient input to the lake,
the role of sediments in recycling nutrients,
the nutrient processes occurring in the inflowing rivers and streams, and
the trends in nutrient loading of the lake (i.e. the rate of eutrophication).

In conjunction with this list Ward and Taylor (ibid.) determined that long term monitoring
programmes could provide answers to most of these questions. As a consequence, they
designed a monitoring programme with the following objectives:
(1)

(2)
(3)

to determine the relative contributions of nutrients from different sources in the
catchment to aid management decision making,
to determine seasonal variation in loading, N:P ratios and organic:inorganic ratios, and
to assess the rate of eutrophication in the lake.
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Seven inflows from the 40 inflowing streams and rivers were chosen for monthly sampling
on the basis of total N and total P loadings from 1985-86 nutrient concentrations monitored
by the North Canterbury C~tchment Board, and flows based on prediction equations. Inflows
can also be grouped according to source catchment type and inflows were selected to include
each type. Inflows were gauged within a day of sampling. Four lake sites were also
monitored monthly.

3.6

Key indicators and causal relationships

Preliminary results from the first year's sampling indicated that the Selwyn and Ralswell
rivers are the major sources of nitrogen and phosphorus to the lake. Early indications also
suggested that the ratio of organic to inorganic nutrient loadings changes markedly between
the lake and inflowing tributaries. It appears that there is a tendency for total nitrogen
concentrations to be higher in inflows and in the lake, whereas total phosphorus
concentrations are higher in the lake than in inflows.
Water quality sampling in Lake Ellesmere and seven inflowing rivers and streams undertaken
over the past 18 months (results available to date) has lead to the following results:

3.6.1 Nutrients in inflow streams
Nitrogen

Total nitrogen concentrations are higher in the inflows than in the lake itself possibly due to
nitrogen concentrations being high in some springs and from pasture runoff. Total nitrogen
loading (TN concentration times flow) to the lake comes mainly from the large rivers, the
Selwyn and the Ralswell (median values of 6.8 and 4.8 g sec·! respectively). Other inflows
range from 0.08-0.66 g sec·! for total nitrogen (median values).
Most nitrogen entering the lake is in inorganic form while in the lake itself nitrogen is mainly
in organic form, incorporated into the phytoplankton in the lake. Nitrogen, once mineralised
to nitrate in the catchment, is soluble in water and mobile in the soil and gravels of the
Canterbury Plains. (Sources of nitrogen within the catchment include: decomposing plant
material in soils; excreta from grazing stock; land-applied factory farming wastes; industrial
wastes; septic tank/sewage effluent discharges; fertilisers and refuse tip leachate.)
Phosphorus

Total phosphorus concentrations are higher in the lake than in the inflows and most is in
particulate form. Phosphorus is commonly bound to soil particles and much of it enters the
lake with the sediment in flood flows and remains suspended in the water column in the lake
due to the windy conditions. Further research is needed to locate the source of this nutrient
in the catchment.
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Total phosphorus loading is higher in the Selwyn and Ralswell rivers, with median values of
0.034 and 0.061 g sec- 1 respectively, than in the other inflows. The latter showed median
values of 0.01- 0.001 g sec- 1 for total phosphorus loading.

3.6.2

Suspended solids concentrations

Suspended solids concentrations in the lake are up to 100 times higher than in the inflows
with median values between 173 and 220 g m- 3 and a range between 71 and 460 g m -3.
These high values can be correlated with windy conditions prior to sampling. The levels
suggest that phytoplankton growth may be light limited for much of the year because the light
required for photosynthesis cannot penetrate through the water column. Light may be more
limiting for growth than nutrients. Further work is required to confmn this suggestion.

3.6.3

Nutrient limitation

Phytoplankton require nitrogen and phosphorus to grow and reproduce. There have been
indications from previous studies on this lake that at certain times of year either N or P may
be limiting for growth. Chlorophyll-a measurements in 1993/4 and dissolved reactive
phosphorus (DRP) and nitrate-nitrogen (N03-N) levels taken at the same time in the lake
suggest that these nutrients are not limiting phytoplankton growth. Peaks in chlorophyll-a do
not correspond with or follow peaks in DRP or N03-N. Chlorophyll-a measurements range
from 41.0 to 114.7 g m-3 throughout the year at the mid-lake site with no seasonal pattern.
This is despite the fact that DRP ranges from 0.0015 to 0.0350 g m- 3 and tends to be higher
in the summer months and N03-N ranges from 0.05 to 2.60 g m-3 with no distinct peaks.

3.6.4 Oxygen
Measurements of oxygen taken over the sampling period show that the water in the lake is
well saturated with a mean of 106% saturation. This level is due to the shallow nature of the
lake and the wind that keeps the water column well mixed. Levels below 80% saturation
suggest that conditions for fish and invertebrates may be inadequate. In some of the
inflowing rivers and streams that were sampled, oxygen levels were recorded below 80%
saturation at times.

3.6.5 Salinity
Lake Ellesmere is a lagoon with intermittent seawater input, so it is neither entirely freshwater
nor estuarine in character. Consequently the lake shows temporal and spatial variation in
salinity which is a major factor in determining the wide range of habitats that the lake
provides for its biological communities, and hence its diversity of both flora and fauna.
Salinity also has important implications for lake water quality from a management
perspective, as it is a critical factor in the establishment and growth of both desirable and
undesirable species.
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Salinity ranges recorded in the lake are affected by lake openings and the duration of opening.
They ranged between 3.0 and 14.2 ppt at the mid lake sampling site (seawater is about
30 ppt) over the 18 months of sampling.

3.6.6 Indicators
Indicators of water quality are those parameters that are selected for monitoring because they
give clear indications of trends or the results of management objectives without having to
measure all the possible variables. These results suggest that the variables that we have been
measuring for water quality are appropriate indicators for this situation both in the lake and
tributaries, given that the criteria for improved water quality selected for this project are
associated with ecological sustainability. Faecal coliform levels are an additional parameter
that could also be monitored as an indicator of water suitable for recreational use.
The source of nutrients from the catchment is still unclear and more sampling needs to be
undertaken in the large rivers during flood events which may bring down a high proportion
of the phosphorus bound with the sediments. During one flood flow in the Selwyn River, total
phosphorus, DRP and N03-N peaked in the first 24 hours of the event suggesting a large
amount of nutrients are lying in or adjacent to the flood channel and are washed quickly into
the lake with the ftrst flood waters and before the peak flow.
In order to determine the overall effect of the types of management options described
previously, it will be necessary to predict the impact of the different options on nitrogen and
phosphorus loadings. The results of the monitoring programme will be essential as basis for
this prediction.
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4

A decision support system

Before attempting to design any type of DSS it is important that analysts ask what is
happening and observe rather that assuming that they understand how a decision should be
made. These first steps are essential for understanding the physical processes involved as
well as the rationale behind the existing decision process. Ad hoc decision making processes
often encapsulate experience covering many years and differing conditions that may not be
immediately obvious to a casual observer - and in some cases the reasons for adopting certain
procedures have been lost over time. Often historical records are incomplete or inaccurate
because they do not record the required information. Individual's experiences can become
an important part of the input to decision processes in areas such as flood plain management.
The development of a DSS is a team project because a DSS requires input from a number of
different sources. One view of a DSS is that of a command system that controls a series of
models and input modules where the models may either be computer based models, paper
based models or conceptual frameworks.
The next major question concerns whether the problem is suited to using a DSS approach, and
if so, what type of DSS is appropriate. Stuth and Smith (1992) describe a range of problems
extending from the trivial to the extremely complex. Some problems are too simple to require
any form of decision support beyond pencil and paper and other are so complex that it is not
possible to simplify them sufficiently without destroying the sense of the problem.
Choosing whether to establish a DSS will require a value judgment based on the experience
of the analyst and decision makers, and their perceptions of the way a system is likely to be
used. This requires a balancing of expected utility and the resources required to establish a
DSS.
If it is determined that a decision support approach is feasible and appropriate to the decision
problem then a choice needs to be made between developing a computer based system or
establishing a conceptual framework allowing structured interaction between managers and
other agents. This may not be a simple choice. It will require careful consideration of the
personal objectives of the actors involved and the desired outcome pf the process.
Stuth and Smith list four loose categories of problems suitable for computer based DSS.
These are:
(a)

tasks involving large numbers of calculations that are not conceptually complex but
which are beyond the scope of a scratch pad (eg financial spreadsheets),

(b)

tasks involving large data bases (eg pest control information, price, availability and
reliability databases and GIS),
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(c)

tasks involving predictions from good biological, economic or other models (black box
type models), and

(d)

tasks involving many heuristic ideas and a moderate level of uncertainty, especially
when factors interact in complex ways (expert systems).

These four groupings provide a useful guide for determining the type of approach to adopt
when considering applying a DSS.

4.1

Decision support systems in catchment management

Why do we need to manage water resources? The two basic problems in water resource
management are water quantity (too much and too little) and water quality. Water resource
modelling derived from a recognition of the inherent uncertainty in water resource systems
and a desire to manage primarily water quantity so as to reduce that uncertainty.
In the mid 1970's, as computers became more available and the computer modelling of large
systems became more practical, a number of groups involved in water resource management
and planning turned their interest towards making their tools and models more accessible to
users. One of the main groups involved in this activity was centred at the school of civil and
environmental engineering at Cornell University, and headed by Professor D.P. Loucks. Over
the past 20 years, as computers have become smaller, cheaper and more powerful, this group
has developed programmes that have used graphics and other aids to allow managers and
users to interact directly with their models.
The three factors that originally motivated this approach were:
(1)
(2)
(3)

to facilitate data input and editing;
to provide an effective interface between models and modellers; and
to improve the comprehension of spatial and time-varying information.

(Loucks, Taylor and French, 1985)
Water resource planning issues are characterised by uncertainty, breadth (spatial and
temporal), a scarcity of causal evidence and conflicting multiple objectives. Early modelling
work hence concentrated on developing techniques for multi-objective programming and
planning. Many of these methods were very complex and difficult to implement. Further,
the data on which they relied were inadequate. Trade-offs between objectives depended on
values and priorities which may change during the life-time of the project.
A further difficulty with these approaches was the fairly rigid gap between the analysts and
the users or managers. Although decision makers were consulted and their views incorporated
in the form of value judgements on trade-offs, managers or users had· little input in
determining the structure of the modelling process. They were not generally consulted as to
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the purpose of the process. Therefore they had little understanding of or commitment to the
outcomes.
As some of these models became more and more 'ivory tower', there was a movement
towards trying to strike a balance between the increasing complexity of models (allowed by
the development of more and more powerful computers) and the greater use of simple, more
comprehensible models that could be used directly by decision makers.
The concept of interactive models with visual aids that allow managers to change priorities
and explore different policy options was very attractive. The types of decision support
models that were developed in this context consisted of series of data modules and
interactively linked models that are used to describe different components of the 'system'.
Different policy options could be tested and comprehensive sensitivity analysis used. Realtime management of water resource systems also became a possibility.
There are a number of difficulties associated with this type of approach. One of the primary
concerns is how to define or describe a large complex system in a simplified manner that can
be linked to· be realistic enough to provide useful information. Considerable care needs to
be taken in the process of deciding 'what kind' of information (output) is required and the
type of data that will be needed as input. What is required is models that are flexible and
easy to modify or reconfigure.
A number of good examples of the use of computer based DSS in water resource management
environments have been identified.
Salewicz and Loucks (1990) report on an interactive river system simulation programme
(IRIS) developed and applied to reservoir operation on the Zambezi river. This DSS has been
used to assess operating procedures and policies linking a series of optimising and simulation
models and associated data bases. The system has been used both for decision making and
for training purposes.
Kaden, Becker and Gnauck (1989) describe a water management system for the Spree river
basin (GDR). This system comprises two DSS: one used to analyse water management
strategies and the other for waste-water treatment plants.
Stansbury et al. (1991) have developed a DSS designed to help decision makers evaluate
economic, social and ecological criteria. A geographical information system (GIS) is used
to assess the social and ecological criteria. This model allows for the assessment of physical
water transfer as well as transfer of water property rights. It consists of a series of models
including multi-attribute utility methods and multi-objective programming methods.
The examples noted are all computer based DSS following a 'hard' systems approach. These
models tend to be very comprehensive and tightly specified. Analysts have concentrated on
large catchment management problems, and no examples of DSS for small catchment
management have been found. It is important to note that the application of DSS to water
resource management has not resulted in the development of any particular new modelling
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tools. In most cases the application of a DSS is simply a way of using current tools and
infonnation in a way that allows for greater accessibility.

4.2

Structuring a decision support system

Establishing a fonnal decision support system involves the following steps:

*
*
*
*

structuring the problem,
modelling the probletn,
developing the analysis in an iterative manner, and
eliciting a numerical representation of subjective judgments for decision
makers to assess.

Stuth and Lyons (1992) state that DSS are used to help problem solving by using and
integrating whatever approaches are appropriate to the problem. The important aspect of this
statement is that the decision maker is responsible for making the decision, and the model or
DSS is an aid the to decision-making process. Expert opinion and heuristics are also valid
inputs. Computers can speed up calculations but managers still have to make the decisions.
This is very important because it recognises explicitly that models are developed by people
and therefore people are responsible for the output. Decision support systems can therefore
improve decision making by providing users with the means to assess alternative outcomes
more efficiently.

4.3

A hard systems approach versus a soft systems approach

There is a large body of literature concerned with describing the relationship between 'hard'
and 'soft' systems methodologies and applications to 'solving' real world problems. This
section provides a brief overview of some of the more important issues related to the
particular type of problem being considered here. The primary references used are
Checkland, 1981 and Ison, 1992.
Two questions are addressed in this section: the difference between hard and soft systems
thinking or approaches, and the difference between hard and soft systems in the context of
DSS.
One of the main differences between hard and soft systems approaches is the objective for
studying the system. Soft systems approaches have the primary goal of gaining knowledge
about the system whereas hard systems approaches seek to achieve or reach some prese~
objective such as maximisation of profit or minimisation of cost/loss through modification of
the system. Hard systems approaches therefore work on the basis that there is a current
systems state, described as So and a desired state which may be defined as SI' Operations
research methods (hard systems) such as optimisation, modelling and simulation are concerned
with moving from So to SI' Soft systems approaches are more concerned with questions such
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as "what are the special characteristics of the type of system", "can the system be modified
or improved", and if so, "how can this be done".
Hard systems approaches therefore assume that the 'why' and 'what' are given and
concentrate on 'how', whereas soft systems approaches consider all three issues.
It should not be concluded from this that hard and soft systems approaches are mutually
exclusive. Tait (1988) suggests that the best way of approaching many problems is to adopt
a combination approach. This requires using a soft system perspective when formulating the
problem and substituting quantitative models for conceptual models where appropriate.
Current research in artificial intelligence is moving in this direction.
Ison (1992) suggests that hard systems models are models of parts of the real world whereas
soft systems models are models about parts of the real world. If hard systems approaches
are concerned with outcomes and hence effectiveness, and soft systems approaches are
concerned with process or efficiency, then integration of the two approaches should be seen
as a way of combining the dual goals of efficiency and effectiveness. This premise is
supported by Ison (1992) as shown in Table 3.

I

Levell

I

Level 2

I

Level 3

I

Aspect

operational systems
management

strategic systems
management

normative systems
management

Dominating
interpretation of systems
idea

"systematic"

"systemic"

"critical idea of reason"

Strand of systems
thinking (paradigm)

"hard" mechanistic

"soft" evolutionary

"soft" critically
normative

Dimension of
rationalisation

instrumental

strategic

communicative

Crucial task of expert

management of
scarceness: how to
allocate resources

management of
complexity: what polices
to pursue in face of
uncertainty

management of conflict:
value and interest

Type of problem
pressure

costs

change

conflict

Basic approach

building up potentials of
productivity
(optimisation)

building up strategic
potentials of success

building up potentials of
mutual understanding
(accommodations)

Criterion of good
solution

"efficient"

"effective"

"ethical"
(equitable?)

Table 3:

Three levels of systems practice in relation to management (Ison, 1992)
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The essential difference between the hard and soft systems approaches for the purposes of this
project is therefore that hard systems are concerned with optimisation to achieve established
outcomes or targets and soft systems are concerned with learning and improving.
In section 2.2.1 the basic systems approach to decision making is described as a cyclical
approach with six steps. This can be further generalised as:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

define the problem,
set boundaries, objectives and criteria for evaluation,
define options,
analyse options,
select the preferred option, and
implement the preferred option (and monitor the results).

In theory this is an iterative process. In most cases once the preferred option has been
implemented the problem is considered to be 'solved'. Also, once the problem has initially
been defined then modification of the problem is generally not considered. The fixed order
of the process can distort the overall goal (Tait, 1988). Establishing measures of performance
before identifying the options can lead to a constrained set of options that may not satisfy the
more general goal of the process.
A parallel soft systems approach is:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

postulate objectives (initial analysis of problem),
derive criteria for evaluation (determine indicators),
assess options, select a 'package' of options to be evaluated, and implement,
test indicators,
adjust objectives, and re-evaluate 'problem'.

There are a number of key differences between the basic 'hard' systems approach and its
parallel 'soft' systems approach. Firstly, interactions between steps and the cyclic nature of
the process are explicitly recognised in the soft systems approach, and implicit in postulating
and adjusting the objectives is the need to revisit the definition of the problem, allowing or
requiring a different view of the world to be taken. Secondly, options are not necessarily
considered as being discrete. Packages of options may be selected for evaluation. Finally,
the emphasis in the general systems approach is on selecting the 'best' option, whereas the
soft systems approach recognises that the criteria used to select the 'best' option are
subjective and variable, and that the criteria chosen will affect the way in which options are
assessed.
The soft systems approach can therefore be used to establish a framework for continually'
improving our knowledge about a system and establishing the causal linkages required for the
more formal modelling approach.
There are a number of different methodologies associated with soft systems approaches. One
of these is illustrated in Figure 1 derived from Checkland (1981) and Packham et ai; (1988).
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'Rich picturing' requires taking a broad view of the problem and finding out as much as
possible about it. Although it is shown here as one of a sequence of steps, it is an activity
that continues throughout the process and study. Part of this step involves looking at
alternatives or options and putting these together in packages to be assessed. The themes
considered in step four may be both primary tasks and issue based. It is likely that different
value systems will need to be addressed.

problem situation
unstructured
I

.l.
express problem as it is seen
'rich picturing'
developing themes
I

.l.
translate 'themes' into relevant systems and formulate root definitions
ie do x by y to achieve z
I

.l.
establish conceptual model
(linkages)
I

.l.
compare model
and analysed situation
I

.l.
debate on feasible
and desirable changes
I

.l.
implement changes
(and iterate)

Figure 1:

Seven step version of soft systems management (Packham et al., 1988)

The essence of the soft systems approach is that the analyst is working very much at the
observational level and trying to establish a feedback system that will allow for new
information to be incorporated.
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In the context of hard and soft approaches to DSS, 'hard' DSS approaches are computer based
approaches and 'soft' DSS approaches are those that are not computer based but which rely
on establishing interactions between managers and decision makers. One drawback of
computer based DSS is that unless analysts are careful to continually address decision makers'
and managers' concerns there may develop a black box syndrome. The danger here is that
the answers received may be accepted without questioning.

4.4

Problem and approach

There are two basic problems in water resource management: managing water quantity and
managing water quality. In the case of Lake Ellesmere both of these issues are important,
and to some extent inter-dependant since the level of the lake will affect the concentrations
of different nutrients.

4.4.1 Research goals and management objectives
The goal of this research is enhancement of ecosystem management. As we have already
discussed, management of the case study area is complicated by the presence of a large
number of stakeholders and decision makers with different perspectives and objectives. In
this context we have chosen to give greater weight to water quality as the primary
management objective. This is consistent with the research goal, and with the general aims
of decision makers. There is a secondary water quantity objective. Water quality is in part
dependant on water quantity, and the lake opening regime will impact on water quality.
Water quality is in general a more difficult objective to assess because of the long lead times
between making changes in management practices and measurable changes in outcome.
The management objective, therefore, is improved water quality. There are a number of
questions that need to be addressed in terms of this management objective. Firstly, how do
we define improved water quality, that is, how do we measure water quality and what are the
criteria that can be used to assess an improvement in water quality. We then need to consider
the decisions that impact on water quality, and how can water quality be improved. In
conjunction with this, we need to assess the type and quantity of information required by
decision makers to assist them in making decisions affecting water quality. Some of the
management options available and their likely effect on water quality have been discussed in
the previous chapter, while the information requirements and key indicators have been
described in 3.5 and 3.6.
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4.4.2

Water quality

Monitoring of general lake conditions by this study indicates that the lake is in a
comparatively stable condition and is certainly not degrading. Most eutrophic lakes are
subject to frequent toxic algal blooms, periodic fish kills due to lack of oxygen and the
presence of decomposing weeds on lake banks. Lake Ellesmere does not demonstrate these
characteristics partly because of the effect of wind on the lake and partly because algae are
not as prolific as might be expected. Therefore, this study's position is that status quo
management is adequate until further information about the relationship between algae and
water nutrients can be obtained. It is suspected that if the lake were clearer, the increased
light would trigger greater algal growth.
The tangata whenua, however, have a primary objective of improved water quality. Their
expectation (why) is that improved water quality
improve the fishery. Their perception
(what) is that increased clarity, the discontinuation of sewage and dairy effluent pollution and
reduction in bird numbers will improve water quality.

will

The redevelopment and maintenance of reed beds would improve the clarity of the water.
The remnants of the reed beds were destroyed in the Wahine storm of 1968. The reed beds
did not recover from this devastation because of lake level management practices allowing
the beds to dry out in the summer. Management of point source pollution such as sewage and
dairy effluent would reduce nutrient levels.
The Resource Management Act describes a series of categories of water quality for different
purposes associated with human water use in terms of the pH, oxygenation and faecal
coliform. It does not include levels of nutrients.
The parameters being measured in this case study are related to water quality for ecosystem
sustainability. They include clarity, temperature, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus. The
questions being addressed relate to the impact of flood flows from the Selwyn (Phosphorus
loading) and determining which streams and inflow rivers contribute the greatest quantity of
nutrients. The level of dissolved nutrients is critical for biological processes.
Whilst this information is contributing effectively to knowledge regarding dissolved,
particulate and organic nutrients,there is currently very little known about sediment loadings
in the lake. As material comes in to the lake it becomes concentrated in the sediment. Some
nutrients are released by 'stirring' of the water, and some flushing occurs. The major concern
is that if water clarity is improved then the concentration on ,nutrients in the sediment will
dramatically increase algal growth. The option of dredging the sediment is economically
infeasible. Until there is an improved understanding of the relationship between algal growth
and nutrients therefore caution is recommended.
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4.4.3 Choosing the approach
Type of systems approach
The problem in this instance is ill-defined because at the present time there is insufficient
understanding of the ecosystem and related processes for it to be possible to make reasonable
predictions as to the outcomes of adopting particular management options. The unique
features of the ecosystem, the way in which it has been managed, and the long term time lags
between taking a particular action and being able to discern any measurable effect mean that
it is not possible to reliably assess the available options within the time frame of this project.
A further complication is that although decision makers and stakeholders at different levels
have been identified, institutional uncertainty means that the present management structures
are likely to change in the near future.
The purpose of this case study is therefore to establish a learning process that will enable
researchers and analysts to improve their understanding of the ecological processes, and that
is flexible enough to provide future decision makers and managers with the type of
knowledge about the system that they will require to assess possible management options.
It is therefore recommended that the most appropriate approach is to adopt a soft systems
framework that allows for feedback and re-evaluation of the problem, the objectives (criteria),
and the alternative actions (options).

A decision support system?
As has been addressed earlier there are a number of different types of decisions involved.
Firstly there are strategic decisions related to policy issues. In this instance, strategic
decisions include decisions relating to land use options, general farm policy and climate
change impacts. Secondly, tactical decisions that those that affect activities for the coming
year, and thirdly operational decisions are within year adjustments in response to changing
conditions. For this case study tactical and operational decisions such as lake opening can
be considered together.
A large number of decision makers and stakeholders have been identified, however, in
practice the management decision making rests with the Canterbury Regional Council.
When the ownership issue is settled, it is likely that the Regional Council will still undertake
the management role, and that the broad goal of maintaining and enhancing water quality will
be retained. Management decisions centre around lake opening (tactical and operational) and
testing and evaluating ways of reducing or fixing nutrients in the lake (strategic). It has been
established that the main bulk of nutrients entering the lake do so during flood events. Other
potential concerns arise from sewage disposal, however, the Regional Council has
responsibility for issuing permits in this area too.
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The benefit of a decision support system would therefore be that it would allow the Regional
Council (either as decision-making body or as managing body) a fonnal means of assessing
the impact of actions taken with respect to lake management.
To detennine whether a decision support system is an appropriate tool for improving the
management of the ecosystem and catchment, the position of the problem on a scale of
complexity ranging from trivial to extremely complex needs to be considered.
In tenns of operational and tactical decisions, the options are constrained by current
institutional arrangements. These short tenn decisions will have little impact on water qUality.
The strategic decisions are associated with establishing the institutional arrangements and
selecting longer tenn management options associated with land use controls and farm practice.
These decisions are considerably more complex. One of the requirements for establishing a
fonnal decision support system for this type of problem is the existence of sufficient data to
allow the analyst to establish (a) data bases of basic infonnation about the system, and (b)
knowledge about the key indicators and causal linkages between them specific to the system
being studied.
The research in this case study identified a series of preliminary key indicators and
hypothesised causal linkages. A monitoring programme for these indicators as well as other
basic ecological and physical parameters has been established. At present time the data
collected is insufficient to either provide the basic infonnation system requirements or to
confirm with any certainty the hypothesised relationships. Further, the impact of the changes
as suggested in the management options cannot be modelled.
A disincentive to the use of a fonnal DSS is the length of time that will occur between
changes in management practice and any measurable impact on water quality in the lake.
Decision support systems are more appropriate for short tenn 'real-time' management than
for the longer tenn lagged impact that characterises the management of Lake Ellesmere.
An example of the use of decision support systems for policy modelling for long tenn impacts
is the 'acid rain' model developed by Watson and Hope (1987). The management problem
addressed in this model has similarities to the type of problem posed by the management of
water quality in Lake Ellesmere. The difference, is that with the acid rain problem there is
considerable knowledge of the physical systems involved and large data bases containing
infonnation on the impacts of changes to emissions exist. In the case of Lake Ellesmere there
is insufficient infonnation currently available either to allow reliable predictions as to the
impact of changes in management practice, or to allow for the establishment of more general
required data bases containing infonnation about ecological and biological processes.
.
The analysis in this report has demonstrated the effectiveness of using a structured systems
approach to management decision making. Although the use of a fonnal DSS is at this stage
not a viable (or desirable) option, a systems framework approach to learning about the lake
management problem would be of considerable benefit to present and future decision makers
and managers.
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4.5

The soft systems framework

The soft systems approach has been outlined on page 35. This section describes the
application of a soft systems framework for the management of Lake Ellesmere. The steps
or components of the framework are described and the specific data requirements, and
decision points identified. A number of the decisions associated with the management of
Lake Ellesmere will be political and will have social, cultural and economic implications. It
is likely that different value systems will be involved. These will need to be identified and
possibly included within the management objectives.

4.5.1 Postulation of objectives
What is the· problem? This step requires a preliminary unstructured assessment of the
problem and the objectives at several levels. The over-riding objective in this research has
been sustainability of land and water resources. When translated to the management of Lake
Ellesmere the objective has been interpreted as being to maintain and enhance water quality
in the lake. This objective was established after careful consideration and as a result of
discussion with Regional Council staff, a Ngai Tahu representative, and other interested
parties.

4.5.2 Establishment of criteria for evaluation
The establishment of criteria for evaluation requires clarifying the objective in terms of targets
that can be measured. As a first step towards assessing water quality a series of
environmental indicators were selected. These have been described in section 3.6. A
monitoring programme was established and at the present time nearly two years data have
been collected and analysed. As described in Appendix A, measurements were made in the
lake itself and at a number of selected monitoring sites on inflow streams.
At the simplest level, any reduction in the supply of nutrients could be considered to
demonstrate an improvement in water quality. However, environmental indicators are not
themselves criteria and measurable targets must be set that are consistent with the objectives
of maintaining and enhancing water quality. This has not been done. Social (recreational)
and cultural (Ngai Tahu) perspectives will be required. Additional data requirements for this
are information on nutrient levels etc. from other lakes and river systems and impact on fish
and wildlife.
The Regional Council is at present undertaking a major review of Lake Ellesmere and its
catchment area. This will provide baseline data for a continuing study of impacts of changes~
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4.5.3 Selection of options
A range of management options has been described in section 3.3. The selection of a
particular option or combination of options rests with the Regional Council with likely input
from Ngai Tahu.
At present the data available covers too short a time frame to establish the linkages required
with any certainty. Some relationships have been hypothesised and these will continue to be
monitored.

4.5.4 Monitoring and evaluation
Once the criteria for assessing water quality have been properly developed, then the
information gathered during the course of this research project will provide additional baseline
information for testing and evaluating the effectiveness of adopting the selected management
option.

4.5.5

Adjustment of objectives

The process of evaluating the impact of changes in management will be lengthy. Some
changes may have immediate impacts and others will not have any affect for a number of
years. There will be political, social, cultural, economic and ecological impacts that will
require assessment.
As changes are recorded, the decision makers will need to re-evaluate the overall water
quality objective and re-examine the criteria in light of changing circumstances. This will
require adjustment of the key indicators and the data collection process.
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5

Conclusions

This report presents a summary of the development of systems approaches with particular
application to environmental management. The twin concepts of efficiency 'good process'
and effectiveness 'good outcomes' were addressed as part of discussing the attributes of
making good decisions. Environmental decision-making problems are characterised by both
long lead times before outcomes can be properly assessed and uncertainty as to the impact
of decisions.
Lake Ellesmere was used as a case study. Although the lake has been the object of
considerable scientific research over a number of years, there has been little co-ordination to
the projects that have been undertaken. The maintenance and enhancement of water quality
was selected as the management objective for the lake. Data collection centred around the
measurement of a number of key indicators both in contributing inflow streams and the lake
itself. Two year's data have now been collected and analysed. This has allowed for
preliminary testing of hypotheses, but has not been sufficient to establish them with any
significant confidence. Although a number of different management options have been
proposed there is insufficient knowledge of the scientific processes to be able to establish with
any certainty their impact.
There are a number of different parties with an interest in the lake. However, the direct
management options are limited, and in general under the control of the Regional Council.
This may change when the ownership issue is clarified, however, the options available remain
limited and although the emphasis may change, in practice there is likely to be little
difference.
For these reasons it was concluded that at the present time a formal decision support system
is not an appropriate tool to use for the management of water quality in Lake Ellesmere.
Until such time as comprehensive data bases containing information about the biological and
ecological processes in the lake and the impact of changes can be established, there are too
many sources of uncertainty associated with the types of decisions that are required to be
made to make a DSS either a useful or viable option.
As an alternative, it is suggested that managers should adopt an informal soft systems
framework that could be used to evaluate the data collection process. This would allow
emphasis on improving the process of decision making and establishing criteria for measuring
good outcomes, since the outcomes themselves or the impact of decisions cannot be measured
easily.
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Recommendations

In the short term it is recommended that management adopt a soft systems approach
to lake management concentrating on information gathering and consultation with
affected parties. This will serve to clarify management objectives.

In the longer term, as greater understanding of the biological processes, and social and
cultural objectives is achieved then a formalised decision support system may be
structured.
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Appendix A

Data collection and analysis

Methods

Seven out of 42 inflows to the lake were selected to be monitored monthly by ranking
according to flow and nutrient concentrations, and so that each catchment type (Upper
Selwyn, Plains tributaries North, Plains tributaries South, Banks Peninsula) was included.
The inflows were gauged within a day of the sampling so that nutrient loading rates could be
calculated.

In addition, four sites in the lake itself were monitored monthly. These sites were monitored
for nutrients in 1985-86 by the North Canterbury Catchment Board.
At each site the following measurements were taken:
Climatic data:
River sites:
Lake sites:
All sites:

temperature, wind speed and direction, cloud cover
temperature, weed growth, previous rain,
Secchi depth, chlorophyll-a, salinity
dissolved oxygen, % oxygen saturation, suspended solids, nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen, ammonia-nitrogen, total Kiehldal nitrogen, total nitrogen, dissolved
reactive phosphorus, total phosphorus

Results

Total nitrogen and total phosphorus loadings to the lake come mainly from the larger Selwyn
and the Ralswell rivers.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of total nitrogen loading to lake Ellesmere from seven inflows,
August 1992 to March 1994. Length of box covers interquartile range (middle 50% of
values); horizontal line within box is median for all data points; "whiskers" cover all values
1.5 times interquartile range, above and below the box; circles beyond the whiskers represent
single sample values greater or less than 1.5 times interquartile range.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of total phosphorus loading from the seven inflows over the
same time.
Figure 3 shows that most of the nitrogen entering the lake is in inorganic form while in the
lake itself it is converted to organic nitrogen. Sufficient data were not available to determine
whether there was any seasonal variation in this ratio.
Figure 4 shows concentrations of dissolved reactive and particulate phosphorus in tributaries
and lake. The proportion of particulate phosphorus is far greater in the lake due to resuspension than in the tributaries where an approximate 50:50 ratio exists.
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